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Welcome
...and Organization Update

Now Hiring: EAST Program Director

January 3, 2024 • News
The Eastern Academic Scholars’ Trust (EAST) Board of Directors welcomes applications for EAST’s Program Director position (Job Description). The current... Read More »
Election Results
Welcome new members of the Board of and Operations Committee

**Board of Directors**
Vicki Coleman - North Carolina A & T State University *
Jonathan Miller - Williams College
Katy O'Neil - Loyola Notre Dame Library
Sue Polanka - Appalachian State University *

**Operations Committee**
Alison Armstrong - Radford University *
Julie Kane - Washington and Lee University *
Tiffany Russell - North Carolina A & T State University *
Steve Smith - University of Massachusetts, Boston

* Joined since 2020
Collection Analysis Update

- 67 Libraries participating in 2011-2021 analysis
- Working Group looking at retention model

New Members:
- Virginia Union University
- University of Delaware
- PASCAL
- WPI and Villanova moving to retention partners

Collection Analysis Working Group
Beth Blanton - University of Virginia
Todd Falkowski - Trinity College
Tony Fonseca - Elms College
Annie Glerum - Florida State University
Terese Heidenwolf - Lafayette College
Anne Koenig - University of Pittsburgh
Sarah McCleskey - Hofstra University
Teresa Negrucci - Wesleyan University
Resource Sharing Task Force

Followup from October Member Meeting Breakout Room

Charged to make recommendations on:

Communications
Directories
Community of Practice

Angie Batson, Wellesley College
Kristin Calvert, Western Carolina University
Mark Canney, Lehigh University
Peggy Glatthaar, Florida Gulf Coast University
Charlotte Johnson, University of Pittsburgh (Chair)
Dzintra Lacis, Brandeis University
Ethan Powers, Mount Holyoke College
Rachel A. Manning, Middlebury College
Erika McNeil, University of Connecticut
Shelly Schmucker, Florida State University
Maggie Smith, PASCAL
Revisiting JSTOR Titles

- 300 committed titles now in JSTOR
- Holdings libraries will be notified
- Updated FAQ with information on gap filling
Results of Ephemera & Out of Scope Project

- 26 libraries participated
- Results ranged from 1% - 7%
- Tech Manuals, GPO, McGraw Hill...
A Model to Determine Optimal Numbers of Monograph Copies for Preservation in Shared Print Collections
Gold Rush Decision Support

Set 1 Selection Form

Begin typing in the Provider/Database and a selection list will automatically be provided.

Provider/Database:

EBSCO INDUSTRIES --- Academic Search Premier,

Set 2 Selection Form

Begin typing in the Provider/Database and a selection list will automatically be provided.

Provider/Database:

PROQUEST --- Arts and Humanities Database,

Set 1: EBSCO INDUSTRIES --- Academic Search Premier has 4451 unique, with 113 common and a total of 4564 journals.

Set 2: PROQUEST --- Arts and Humanities Database has 427 unique, with 113 common and a total of 540 journals.

https://coalliance.org/faq-gold-rush-decision-support
HBCU Cohort

- Funding from IMLS as part of the *Community Strategies to Expand the Diversity and Inclusivity of the Collective Collection of Shared Print* to work with HBCU libraries
- **Virginia Union University** in Richmond, VA will be joining and added to the VIVA Retention Partners
- The following libraries will join VUU as part of the HBCU Cohort for a group collection analysis project:
  - **Hampton University**
  - Members of the **Atlanta University Center**: Spelman College, Morehouse College, Clark Atlanta University, Interdenominational Theological Institute
- Thanks to the current EAST members who have offered to assist in data export for this work
Thank You

Q&A

samato@eastlibraries.org
sstearns@eastlibraries.org
matthew.revitt@maine.edu
www.eastlibraries.org